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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report examines long-distance commuting in Minnesota, and portrays selected

characteristics of workers making long duration daily commutes. Economic and social

changes of the past quarter century in Minnesota reorganized the state's settlement system

along with the transportation systems that serve it. Sources and locations of jobs have changed,

as have locations that people have selected for their homes. Sometimes people follow the new

jobs in recreation, manufacturing, retailing, and services, but new jobs emerge as well where

people choose to live. The daily commute connects job and residence for those who work outside

the home.

In the early decades following World War II, transportation analysts generally agreed

that workers making long commutes were those best able to afford amenities normally

available outside the "urban core", that is, the downtown Central Business District (CBD) plus

adjacent transportation-industrial zones and high density residential neighborhoods within

"central cities" such as Minneapolis and St. Paul. Greater distances between home and work

translated into larger time and money expenditures for transportation--making longer

commutes generally unaffordable for persons below a certain income level. Lower

socioeconomic status workers--laborers, domestic, and service employees--were understood to

cluster around their work places more tightly than did those with higher status employment--

managerial and professional workers.

These early metropolitan-based models have lost much if not all of their applicability to

today's metro and non-metro commuting world. Regional labor markets have dispersed

geographically, with workers from a broad range of socioeconomic backgrounds now traveling

longer distances to work than in the past. Today, spouses and other household members may



hold diverse, full-time, part-time, and seasonal jobs, so the needs of more than one commuter

affect the household's location decisions.

A large majority (79 percent) of Minnesota's 2.1 million commuters in 1990 traveled to

work alone in private cars. The average commute duration of 19.1 minutes fell below the

national average of 19.7, but more than 450,000 Minnesota workers spent 30 minutes or more

traveling to work each way. Fewer than a fifth of the commuters used transit or ride sharing to

and from work, but among those who did, nearly half had work journeys exceeding 30 minutes.

Long duration work journeys today are not restricted to the stereotypical upper-income

suburban family. Inside metro areas, long distance solo commuting still appears concentrated

within upper income classes compared with non-metro patterns, but average income

disparities between metro and non-metro areas cloud income-based comparisons. A high

proportion of suburban long-distance commuters come from households earning over $50,000,

but the same proportion of non-metro workers commuting the same duration had aggregate

household incomes under $30,000. In all geographic categories, the largest group of long

duration commuters consistently come from two person households, whose travel behavior may

reflect compromise between two remote job locations, and whose residential location decisions

may be sensitive to fewer constraints than those faced by larger or smaller households.

Although work journeys of long duration in metropolitan areas are associated with high

income, white-collar suburbanites living in relatively new and expensive housing, commutes in

non-metropolitan areas are marked by a greater share of middle income, blue collar workers

with larger families in modest housing. Thus, images of affluent, white-collar commuters are

somewhat inaccurate for non-metro settings.

In a five county-study area lying on the fringe between the Twin Cities and St. Cloud,

settlement has been expanding to encompass "exurban" communities, that is, those lying

beyond the continuously built-up suburbs. Within that area, average travel time for auto



commuters is the state's highest, at nearly 26 minutes each way, while average household

income exceeds $44,000. Recent movers in the area are more likely to work in the Twin Cities

than their "stayer" counterparts, but they are not disproportionately white-collar managerial-

professional workers.

Blue collar workers living in the study area report average commuting times longer

than those of professionals, regardless of length of tenure in their housing. Blue collar workers

moving in during the previous five years had the longest journey durations, just over 29

minutes. Thus, in the study area, white collar professionals are not the only group of workers

who, either by choice or by necessity, commute from farther afield on a regular basis.

Although Twin City area data are consistent with the traditional relationship between

socioeconomic prestige and work journey duration, socioeconomic characteristics for long-

duration commuters living beyond the edges of urban areas indicate that complex processes are

at work as household members decide about place of residence, job location, and journey to

work.

Results from the five county exurban study area run counter to expectations that new

arrivals would be affluent white-collar workers. Patterns turned out to be substantially more

diverse than existing theories of commuting would lead us to believe. Findings have

implications for those seeking to understand effects of public policy initiatives such as highway

improvements, toll road construction, or the incidence on different user groups of energy tax

proposals. For example, to accommodate steadily increasing numbers of long distance

commuters with origins and/or destinations in Minnesota and Wisconsin counties adjacent to

the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council seven-county planning area, by expanding and improving

highways without charging a substantial share of the incremental infrastructure cost and

operating expense to the users, will inevitably multiply aggregate costs of supplying urban

services to scattered, newly developing exurban areas that currently lie beyond the reach of

metropolitan planning and development management controls. Such an outcome would



perpetuate a half-century of costly post-World War II sprawl brought about by steady public

subsidization of suburban development, with much of those costs imposed unfairly and

disproportionately upon aging central cities.



INTRODUCTION

Three major forces have operated in recent decades to modify American patterns of

commuting to jobs: the economy has changed in structure and in its patterns of locational

distribution; households have changed in their composition and patterns of participation in the

paid work force; and improved cars, cheap gasoline, and convenient highway transportation

systems have loosened the geographical bonds tying home and work place. The results of these

changes show up in part in census data on the journey to work.

This report examines long distance commuting in metropolitan and non-metropolitan

Minnesota as reported by the 1990 U.S. Census of Population and Housing. The U. S. Bureau of

the Census has published one percent and five percent Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS)

of long-form census returns since 1950. The PUMS contain detailed information from each

sampled household, including place of residence (metro, non-metro, central city, suburb),

occupations of household members, duration of commutes for household members working

outside the home, mode of travel to work, value of housing (for owned housing), monthly

contract rent paid (for rental housing), and date when the household moved to its present

residence. Since the PUMS provide individual household records, with detailed locational

identifiers removed to preserve confidentiality, cross tabulations of each variable with every

other variable in the sample can be constructed. Selected cross tabulations for commuters

residing in the State of Minnesota, and in a five county "exurban" study area lying between the

Twin Cities and St. Cloud, form the basis for this report.

The report begins with a general overview of how the settlement patterns and the

economic geography of the state have changed since World War II. Next, the report considers

how theories of central city-focused job markets and commuting patterns of the 1940s and 1950s

have become increasingly nonrepresentative of the broad commuting fields that have emerged



across the state in recent decades as metro area jobs disperse from the core, and as non-

resource based employment opportunities have engaged workers across non-metro Minnesota.

With a focus on long duration (over 30 minutes) commutes, and the sample of commuter

households divided between metro and non-metro residence, the report presents statistical

profiles of commuters with respect to their household incomes, their occupations, their mode of

travel to work, value of housing, and year moved into present housing. The report first

examines long duration commuting throughout Minnesota, then takes a closer look at patterns

within a five-county study area located between St. Cloud and the Twin Cities. Special attention

is focused on solo commuters, who comprise the bulk of all commuters in the state.

The concluding section summarizes findings that Twin Cities metro area commuting

data appear generally consistent with traditional theory, while findings from the exurban study

area and from non-metro parts of the state suggest a need to revise traditional generalizations

about long distance commuting, who engages in it, what is meant for the state, and how it may

affect policy initiatives such as highway improvements and energy taxes.



I. LONG-DISTANCE COMMUTING IN MINNESOTA

This report examines long-distance commuting in metropolitan and nonmetropolitan

Minnesota, and the characteristics of workers with long daily commute durations. Long work

journey travel time is increasingly common in Minnesota and elsewhere in the Upper Midwest

as economic and social changes reorganize life in America. The steady improvement of the

state's highway system has made commuting patterns feasible that would have been judged

impossible a generation ago. Moreover, gasoline is as cheap or cheaper in real terms as it was

in recent decades, while cars are highly fuel efficient, reliable and comfortable. Under these

circumstances it is understandable why we observe commuters going 40, 50, 60 miles or more

one way daily to their jobs. This report examines data from the 1990 U.S. Census of Population

and Housing to construct a profile of long-distance commuting in Minnesota, and to suggest

some policy implications of the phenomenon.

II. AN OVERVIEW

Economic and social changes in Minnesota in the past twenty-five years have been

reorganizing our settlement map, and the transportation and communications systems that

connect and serve it. (Anding et al. 1990; Borchert 1987; Lukermann et al. 1991) Agriculture

continues to mechanize as farm sizes increase, the number of farms continues to decline, and

national and international competitive pressures on Minnesota farming intensify. Recreation

and retirement activities along Minnesota's lakes and streams introduce fresh wealth and

disposable incomes into areas of northern and central Minnesota that years ago watched their

mineral resource-based industries languish, although certain segments of the timber, wood

products, and paper manufacturing industries continue to prosper due to product innovation

and sustained-yield forest management practices. (Hart 1991a, 1991b, 1992)



The state's manufacturers have diversified and modernized, spinning off to

subcontractors much of the work formerly pursued in integrated operations under one roof.

Small cities and towns across central and southern Minnesota that formerly earned their living

mainly as collection points for agricultural output, and as central places distributing goods and

services to tributary market areas, are now the sites of important manufacturing operations,

some of considerable size, and of back-office clerical activities spun off from metropolitan areas.

General retailing has moved up the urban hierarchy to superstores in regional malls

and shopping centers. Meanwhile, specialty retailing has percolated down the urban

hierarchy to the store fronts on small town main streets. Wholesale distribution centers

serving the entire region have emerged in the countryside along superhighways linking them

to their customers and employees.

In business and professional services, when a county's population falls short of the size

needed to support a medical specialist, a full service financial institution, or a fully qualified

public administrator or planner, there are two solutions: move the nonresident service

providers to the clients and customers, or move the customers longer distances to the services.

For example, "circuit-riding" professionals may work a day or two per week in each of several

small urban centers to provide what is needed, such as when a professional county

administrator works for two or three counties. Or residents visit one town for one occasionally

needed service such as legal assistance, but then visit another town for hospital and medical

care. Daily and weekly activity orbits for today's households are substantially broader

geographically than they were just a generation ago.

Job location requirements are changing in other ways as well. While itinerant

professionals may serve a wide geographic area, telecommunications and other technological

improvements allow additional commuting flexibility among many occupations. At-home

assembly work is made feasible by lower shipping costs. Computer technology allows some
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workers to commute via the information highway, thereby reducing the frequency of traditional

commutes. California studies suggest that more than half of home telecommuters need only

pencil and paper, and perhaps a telephone to carry on their work at home. (Telecommuting in

the Twin Cities 1994)

Residential location needs of new and different types develop with the increasing

complexity of household employment distribution. A family that once decided where to live on

the basis of just one commuter's connection with a single employment location now faces

constraints from several family members. Likewise, the rise in part-time employment and

multiple job holding means an increase in the number of work locations affecting each

household's location decision.

As Minnesota settlement reorganizes, some jobs follow the population and its

purchasing power, while in other cases workers follow the jobs. Workers following jobs may

mean relocating one's household from the Iron Range to St. Paul, or from Minneapolis to New

Prague, or from Marshall to the Rochester area. But it may also mean long-distance

commuting from a fixed residence to jobs on an ever changing employment landscape.

III. THE APPROACH

An understanding of how social and economic characteristics vary among different

commuter groups is important for the effective design and implementation of transportation

policy. Each of these attributes is well-documented individually. We know the average

household income in a county, educational level in a census tract, or number of motor vehicles

per household within a municipality. But traditional analysis is usually restricted to reporting

how statistical averages vary from place to place without much attention to specific attribute

combinations at the individual or household level.



Our purpose in this report is to extend understanding of socioeconomic and commuting

patterns beyond the geographic limits of metropolitan areas and the analytical constraints of

single-variable analysis. In doing so we challenge the application to nonmetropolitan areas of

the traditional metropolitan area model describing positive correlations among occupation,

income, and work journey length.

To this end, we use two approaches. First, we examine the socioeconomic

characteristics of all workers in Minnesota who spend 30 minutes or more in the work journey,

thus obtaining a rough surrogate for long-distance commuters across the state. Second, we

explore in greater detail the same characteristics of workers in a study area on the fringe of the

Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul.

IV. BACKGROUND

Past approaches to the study of commuter attributes revealed important characteristics

of urban systems. For example, we can determine which areas in a city house workers with

the greatest average work journey duration, the lowest average income, or the highest

percentage holding college degrees. Over time, relocation of these concentrations can be traced

across the metropolitan areas. Because of the large number of employment concentrations in

metropolitan areas today and the mosaic of residential zones of different types within those

areas, generalizations about work places and home places, along with actual and expected

commuting flows among them, are frequently made in order to facilitate transportation

planning.

Examining the statistical links between socioeconomic status (i.e., household type) and

commute duration (i.e., journey to work activity) in metropolitan areas is not new. Common

sense leads us to believe that persons with longer commutes are able to afford amenities that

normally can be found only outside the urban core itself. Greater distances from the workplace

4



translate into larger time and monetary expenditures for transportation--making longer

commutes generally unaffordable for persons below a certain income level. On the other hand,

if households are prepared to relocate well beyond suburbia, to small towns and rural areas of

"exurbia", where housing is often substantially cheaper than either urban or suburban options,

savings in housing costs can compensate for higher commuting costs.

Studies of the spatial structure of commuting patterns inside urban areas validate the

positive relationship between various measures of socioeconomic status and length of daily

commutes. A well known study from the 1960s illustrated a simple, typical relationship

between average lengths of work journeys and average occupational status of urban workers

when the large majority of workers resided within a few miles of their workplace, which was

the typical case at that time (Figure 1). The residences of lower-status employees--categorized

here as laborers, domestic, and service workers--clustered somewhat more tightly around their

workplaces than did those of higher-status employees--classified as managerial and

professional workers. When places of employment were concentrated in the urban core, which

was largely the case in the early 1960s, a patterning of the metropolis emerged in which

socioeconomic well-being increased with distance from the city center. As metro areas

developed a multi-centered character in the decades following 1950, these post-war

generalizations steadily broke down.

V. WEAKNESS OF THE TRADITIONAL MODEL

This abstract model relating average length of commute with socioeconomic status relies

on certain restrictive assumptions that certainly were valid before World War II and for a

decade or so following. But these assumptions fail to reflect changes in and near North

American metropolitan regions during the past four decades. Recent studies in metropolitan

areas have indeed failed to demonstrate persistence of those traditional relationships. Yet
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much contemporary thinking and research still incorporate this model of urban spatial

behavior, and in some cases it is applied to areas well beyond the built-up portions of

metropolitan areas.

There are several reasons to question the applicability of 1960s era metropolitan area-

based explanations to 1990s conditions in rural or exurban communities, both on the basis of

intuition as well as on a small but growing body of literature derived from a variety of

geographical settings. (Clemente and Summer 1975; Brooker-Gross and Maraffa 1985) First of

all, the general dispersal and lower overall densities of contemporary rural and exurban labor

markets would seem to imply that workers from the broad range of the socioeconomic ladder

would journey longer distances to work than in earlier decades. To be sure, some major office

employers relocated to suburban locations, such as General Mills, Prudential, and Cargill, who

moved from the Minneapolis CBD to expansive sites in the western suburbs to be closer to the

residences of key employees. Others such as Gamble-Skogmo relocated from downtown

Minneapolis to larger sites convenient to highway transportation. Meanwhile, new

employment centers such as Southdale and Rosedale emerged in the post-war suburbs to tap

suburban, auto oriented purchasing power. (Adams and VanDrasek 1993)

Second, the responsibility of supporting a household with work outside the home is often

shared among two or more workers today. Spouses and other household members may hold

diverse full-time, part-time and seasonal jobs at scattered locations. Thus, the needs of more

than one commuter affect the household's location decision.

Third, the spatial distribution of available and satisfactory residential opportunities

outside urban areas often sharply limits the tradeoffs that workers might otherwise make

between commuting and moving. Workers may own or rent housing in weak real estate

markets where rentals are low or perhaps falling, and where the value of owner-occupied



housing is stable or even dropping. Renters may be unable to find substitute housing at better

locations at prices they can afford.

If owners decide to sell their house, it might mean incurring a capital loss, with little

prospect that equivalent alternative housing could be found at another more convenient

location. So they decide to maintain their present housing and take employment where they

can find it, even though this choice often means substantial commutes. Thus, even low-wage

or low-skill workers may devote considerable time and expense to the work journey, especially

in the case of declining Minnesota rural counties, where workers increasingly search far afield

for jobs.

VI. MINNESOTA'S LONG-DISTANCE COMMUTERS

What is the socioeconomic profile of commuters in Minnesota, a state with its share of

both rural counties losing population, as well as growing communities on metropolitan

fringes? When Minnesota is compared with the United States on a series of work journey

indicators, most measures are approximately in line with the national profile (Table 1). The

lower statewide proportion of workers using public transit is certainly due in part to the low

population density of Minnesota's urban and rural areas relative to the rest of the nation, and

possibly from competition from the use of van pools, bicycles, and walking as means of

transportation to work.

Relative affluence of the Minnesota population contributes to the lower percentage using

transit, as well as to the slightly lower than average auto occupancy nationwide. The large

majority (79 percent) of Minnesota's 2.1 million commuters travel to work alone in private

automobiles according to the 1990 U.S. Census, further accounting for the lower-than-average

auto occupancy figure for the state.

8



Table 1. Work Journey Indicators for Minnesota and the U.S., 1990

Mode of travel to work
(percent):

By Automobile
(Car, Truck, or Van)

By Public Transit

By Other Means

Average Auto Occupancy
(persons/trip)

Average Commute
Travel Time (minutes)

Minnesota United States
(as percent of all (as percent of all

commuters) work trips)

90.9 91.4

3.8 5.5

5.3 3.1

1.07 1.10

19.1 19.7

Note: Work journey data from the census are based on the percentage of individuals
with particular work journey characteristics. Nationwide Personal Transportation
Survey data are based on work trips within a week. Source: U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1990 Census of Population and Housing; 1990 Nationwide Personal
Transportation Survey.
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Access to a private car for a solo work journey is a clear measure of economic well-being

in most cases. Also of note is Minnesota's relatively short commute average duration of 19.1

minutes compared with 19.7 minutes nationwide. The difference is probably attributable to the

low density of settlement in and around the major employment centers like the Twin Cities area

as well as the high level of private auto access. In general, low density metropolitan areas

across the U.S. offer better mobility for their residents than do high density areas, which tend to

have a higher proportion of their built up central city and inner suburban areas inherited from

an earlier era. (Adams 1987; Abler et al. 1976)

These general measures inform us, but fail to portray directly and sufficiently the

population's well-being. Socioeconomic disparities exist between commuters traveling alone by

car compared with those in carpools or public transit, a finding consistent with the urban

transportation literature (Figures 2 and 3). While just 23 percent of Minnesota's solo

commuters come from households earning under $30,000 annually, the corresponding figure

for those using other transportation means (transit, van pool, bicycle, taxi, etc.) is 31 percent

across the state.

As mentioned above, the average Minnesota work journey length of 19.1 minutes falls

just under the national indicator. This aggregate figure, however, conceals substantial

variation among different types of commuters in different parts of the state. In fact, more than

450,000 Minnesota workers representing nearly a quarter of all commuters, spend 30 minutes

or more traveling to work each way. Our overview completed, we turn next to analysis

characterizing in greater detail the statewide population of long-distance commuters.

VII. METHODOLOGY

Our approaches use data from the Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) file, of the 1990

Census of Population and Housing. These data provide stratified, one or five percent samples of
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all responses to the long-form census questionnaire and thereby allow detailed analysis of

household and individual data not available from any other source. (See Appendix C) To avoid

inappropriate disclosure of personal information, however, the Census Bureau removes all but

the most crude locational identifiers. This practice sacrifices geographic detail in order to

preserve household and individual detail.

For the first portion of our analysis, we extracted records from the Minnesota PUMS file

for all employed persons making one-way work journeys with durations exceeding 30 minutes.

The census questionnaire asked : "How many minutes did it usually take this person to get

from home to work LAST WEEK?" The question made no mention of linked work trips such as

a stop at a day care center or coffee shop on the way to work. No attention is paid to trips home

from work, or to stops made along the way, as was done in the 1990 Twin City area

Transportation Behavior Inventory.

The next step sorted the records by metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas. Metro

counties included the ten Minnesota counties in the 1990 Minneapolis-St. Paul MSA, St. Louis

(Duluth MSA), Clay (Fargo-Moorhead MSA), Benton, Sherburne, and Stearns (St. Cloud), and

Olmsted (Rochester MSA). Comparisons between census years are based on 1990 MSA

definitions. (See appendices.) For the Minneapolis-St. Paul area, which includes over half of

the state's population, geographic differentiation into central city and suburban categories is

also determined.

PUMS file records provide no geographic specificity beyond these general levels. As an

alternative, the data tabulation and presentation formats make use of a subdivision of the state

into groups of contiguous counties with aggregate population thresholds of approximately

100,000 persons. At this population size, the Census Bureau is able to sample populations large

enough to ensure anonymity and statistical confidence. The area subdivisions are referred to

13



as Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs) (Figure 4). The state is completely subdivided into

non-overlapping PUMAs. For the one and five percent samples, PUMA boundaries differ.

The second phase of the analysis focuses on a study area identified by the Census Bureau

as PUMA 00900 from the 5 percent sample, designated to encompass parts of five counties

straddling the increasingly blurred boundary between Minneapolis-St. Paul and St. Cloud

(Figure 5). This particular PUMA is an especially appropriate one for both examining

suburban and exurban commuting based on the distribution of commute destinations within

the state, and demonstrating how PUMS data can be used to study long-distance commuting at

the substate level.

In the 1980s, the study area experienced nearly a 25 percent population growth to its 1990

total of nearly 200,000. It is located between two overlapping urban systems--Minneapolis-St.

Paul, and St. Cloud. A number of counties in this part of the state send commuters to more

than one urban center, reflecting considerable intermixing of local labor markets. One of the

counties studied, Sherburne County, splits its work journeys evenly between the Twin Cities

area and the St. Cloud area, prompting the Census Bureau to classify part of the city of St.

Cloud within the Minneapolis-St. Paul MSA.

To sketch a basic profile of commuters in the study area, we used the five percent PUMS

file for Minnesota and identified all employed persons living in PUMA 00900 who traveled to

work alone by car. These criteria provided a sample size of just under 5,000 persons, or 2.5

percent of all persons living in PUMA 00900.

Variables combined in cross-tabulations for analysis include occupation, household

income, journey to work length, mode of commute, tenure at current residence, and household

size. Selection is based on relevance to exhibiting socioeconomic status. The most significant

results for both approaches are outlined below.

14
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VIII. RESULTS: PART 1 -- STATEWIDE ANALYSIS FROM PUMS DATA

A. SOLO COMMUTERS IN 1990

Initial findings disclose income differences among solo and shared-journey commuters

across the state by work trip duration. Overall, more than three-quarters of Minnesota's 2.1

million workers are "solo commuters," making their work trip alone in a private automobile.

More than a quarter of these individuals spend 30 minutes or more each way in the work

journey. Commutes of at least 30 minutes duration are characterized as long-distance

commutes in this analysis.

Commutes of long duration are less common among workers from lower-income

households (< $30,000) than for those from upper income households (Table 2). Over 40 percent

of workers with commuting time at or exceeding 30 minutes actually have household incomes

of $50,000 or more. The median household income of long-distance commuters is

approximately 5 percent higher than for all solo commuters, further differentiating them

among workers. At the state level, sample sizes are large enough that statistics derived from

them generally are highly significant statistically.

B. LONG-DURATION COMMUTERS USING OTHER MEANS OF
TRANSPORTATION IN 1990

Similar patterns emerged when the same income breakdown is applied to commuters

using means other than solo commuting in private cars (i.e., carpools, transit, bicycles,

walking, taxis, etc.) for their work journeys (Table 3). Consistent with national trends, less

than one-fifth of the working population use transit or ride sharing as their usual means of

transportation to and from the workplace during the week. Among these, nearly one-half had

work journey times greater than 30 minutes. This finding seems logical given the additional

time required for shared or mass transit routing.
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Table 2. Minnesota Commuters Who Drive to Work Alone,
by Household Income Level

Income Category All Commuters Workers Commuting
more than 30 Minutes

Under $10,000 47,587 3.2% 6,785 2.2%
$10,000-$19,999 139,472 9.3% 22,517 7.3%
$20,000-$29,999 223,652 14.9% 41,170 13.4%
$30,000-$39,999 271,147 18.1% 56,396 18.3%
$40,000-$49,999 256,381 17.1% 53,337 17.3%
$50,000-$59,999 184,644 12.3% 42,481 13.8%
$60,000 and above 374,233 25.0% 85,491 27.7%

TOTAL 1,497,116 100.0% 308,177 100.0%
MEDIAN* $42,601 $45,103

*Medians interpolated assuming continuous distribution within each
class.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Special tabulations of the Public Use
Microdata Sample (1 percent sample), Minnesota, 1990. Calculations by
the authors.
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Table 3. Minnesota Commuters Who Travel to Work by
Other Means, by Household Income Level

Income Category Al Commuters Workers Commuting
S___More than 30 Minutes

Under $10,000 37,973 9.2% 4,899 4.2%
$10,000-$19,999 56,120 13.6% 15,226 13.1%
$20,000-$29,999 66,792 16.2% 16,330 14.0%
$30,000-$39,999 62,928 15.3% 18,791 16.2%
$40,000-$49,999 60,214 14.6% 21,505 18.5%
$50,000-$59,999 40,756 9.9% 11,661 10.0%
$60,000 and above 86,480 21.0% 27,830 23.9%

TOTAL 411,263 100.0% 116,242 100.0%
MEDIAN* $37,110 $41,337

*Medians interpolated assuming continuous distribution within each
class.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Special tabulations of the Public Use
Microdata Sample (1 percent sample), Minnesota, 1990. Calculations by
the authors.
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As in the case of long-duration solo commuters, a significant proportion of those

commuting long durations by other means lived in households with annual incomes above

$50,000. That is, nearly 34 percent of long-duration commuters using alternative means came

from households with $50,000 or higher incomes, while nearly 40 percent of all long-distance

commuters came from such households. At low end of the income distribution, almost one in

four commuters statewide who drive to work alone more than 30 minutes lived in households

earning under $30,000 annually (Table 2). About 17 percent of Minnesota commuters with

household incomes under $20,000 used means other than solo commuting for their long

duration journeys to work, a rate almost double the percentage of solo long duration commuters

in the same income bracket (Tables 2 and 3).

C. LONG-DURATION SOLO COMMUTING BY TYPE OF AREA

Disaggregating long-distance commuter groups further on the basis of residential

location, the relationships between income, journey length, and mode are less straightforward

(Tables 4 and 5). Inside metro areas, long-distance solo commuting generally concentrates

among the upper income classes to a greater degree than the non-metro workers with

commuting times exceeding 30 minutes. But then, overall metro area median income is nearly

50 percent higher than the state's non-metro median; the difference between median incomes of

metro and non-metro long-distance commuters is 40 percent. In fact, almost a third of the

long-distance solo commuters living in metro areas come from households with incomes

exceeding $60,000, while in non-metro areas, the share is less than 11 percent.

In addition to prompting speculation whether these households might be likely

candidates for telecommuting, this disparity prompts us to question whether differences

between the metro and non-metro areas' income proportions with respect to long-distance solo

commuting mainly reflect lower cost-of-living in non-metro areas, or possibly better



Table 4. Minnesota Long-Distance Commuters Who Drive to Work Alone,
by Household Income Level and Geographic Area

Income Outside Within Metro Areas
Category Metro Area Central City Rest of Metro Total

Areas
Under $10,000 3,105 5.0% 1,610 5.3% 2,070 1.0% 3,680 1.5% 6,785 2.2%
$10,000-$19,999 8,832 14.3% 4,554 14.9% 9,131 4.2% 13,685 5.6% 22,517 7.3%
$20,000-$29,999 12,581 20.4% 5,681 18.6% 22,908 10.6% 28,589 11.6% 41,170 13.4%
$30,000-$39,999 13,938 22.6% 5,888 19.2% 36,570 16.9% 42,458 17.2% 56,396 18.3%
$40,000-$49,999 11,270 18.3% 3,473 11.4% 38,594 17.9% 42,067 17.1% 53,337 17.3%
$50,000-$59,999 5,359 8.7% 2,875 9.4% 34,247 15.9% 37,122 15.1% 42,481 13.8%
$60,000 and 6,624 10.7% 6,509 21.3% 72,358 33.5% 78,867 32.0% 85,491 27.7%
above

TOTAL 61,709 100.0% 30,590 100.0% 215,878 100.0% 246,468 100.0% 308,177 100.0%

MEDIAN* $3446 $3559 $49653 $48277 $45,103

*Medians interpolated assuming continuous distribution within each class.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Special tabulations of the Public Use Microdata Sample
(1 percent sample), Minnesota, 1990. Calculations by the authors.
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Table 5. Minnesota Long-Distance Commuters Who Travel to Work by
Other Means, by Household Income Level and Geographic Area

Income Outside Within Metro Areas

Category Metro Area Central City Restof Metro Total
Areas

Under $10,000 1,288 5.5% 2,691 9.1% 920 1.5% 3,611 3.9% 4,899 4.2%

$10,000-$19,999 3,657 15.7% 7,636 25.7% 3,933 6.2% 11,569 12.5% 15,226 13.1%

$20,000-$29,999 4,830 20.7% 4,738 16.0% 6,762 10.7% 11,500 12.4% 16,330 14.0%

$30,000-$39,999 6,210 26.6% 3,289 11.1% 9,292 14.7% 12,581 13.5% 18,791 16.2%

$40,000-$49,999 3,243 13.9% 3,289 11.1% 14,973 23.7% 18,262 19.7% 21,505 18.5%

$50,000-$59,999 1,587 6.8% 2,944 9.9% 7,130 11.3% 10,074 10.8% 11,661 10.0%

$60,000 and 2,530 10.8% 5,106 17.2% 20,194 32.0% 25,300 27.2% 27,830 23.9%
above

TOTAL 23,45 100.0% 29,93 100.0% 63,204 100.0% 92,897 100.0% 116,242 100.0%

MEDIAN* $33,055 $29,538 $47,142 $43935 $41,337

*Medians interpolated assuming continuous distribution within each class.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Special tabulations of the Public Use Microdata Sample
(1 percent sample), Minnesota, 1990. Calculations by the authors.



opportunities for two worker households to earn a high income in metro areas compared with

non-metro areas, or other determining factors.

Significant variations in long-distance solo commuting appear between central city and

suburban areas of the Twin Cities area as well. Although a high proportion of suburban (i.e.,

"Rest of MSA") long-distance commuters come from households earning over $50,000, nearly

the same proportion of non-metro workers commuting the same duration live in homes with

aggregate incomes below $30,000. Median household income is, unsurprisingly, higher in the

suburban ring than in the central cities of the Twin Cities at $49,653 (vs. $35,859) for solo long-

distance commuters, and $47,142 (vs. $29,538) among long-distance carpool and transit users.

The corresponding median incomes for long-distance solo commuters from non-

metropolitan areas are almost $14,000 lower than their urban counterparts. The only other

group of long-distance solo commuters with a higher proportion of households earning below

$30,000 is central city households in which the employed utilize transit or carpools for work

journeys greater than 30 minutes (median household income $29,538 ).

D. LONG-DURATION SOLO COMMUTING AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

Results thus far suggest that long work journeys are not solely a mark of the

stereotypical upper-income suburban family. Further support for this conclusion comes from

data on household size, housing characteristics, and occupation of long-distance solo

commuters in non-metropolitan communities. Nearly one in five of this group live in

households of five or more members, compared with about one in seven from inside metro

areas (Table 6).

Likewise, about two in five long duration commuters living in metro areas reside in

households with fewer than three persons, while only about one in three of those in non-metro
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Table 6. Minnesota's Long-Distance Commuters, by Household Size
and Geographic Area

Household Outside Within Metro Areas

Size Metro Area Central City Rest of Metro Total
__Areas

1 5,244 6.2% 14,007 23.2% 20,102 7.2% 34,109 10.1% 39,353 9.3%

2 22,241 26.1% 19,044 31.6% 82,018 29.4% 101,062 29.8% 123,303 29.1%

3 20,263 23.8% 11,500 19.1% 67,160 24.1% 78,660 23.2% 98,923 23.3%

4 21,229 25.0% 7,843 13.0% 71,852 25.7% 79,695 23.5% 100,924 23.8%

5 or more 16,077 18.9% 7,889 13.1% 37,950 13.6% 45,839 13.5% 61,916 14.6%o

TOTAL 85,54 100.0% 00283 100.0% 279,082 100.0% /339,365 100.0% 424,419 100.0%

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Special tabulations of the Public Use Microdata Sample
(1 percent sample), Minnesota, 1990. Calculations by the authors.
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areas come from households of fewer than three persons. In all geographic categories,

however, the largest group of long-distance commuters consistently comes from two person

households. Residential location decisions seem to be sensitive to fewer constraints within this

group. The dual income, two-person household's travel behavior, for example, may reflect a

compromise between two remote employment locations.

Among those non-metro long-distance commuters who are homeowners, 55 percent

have lived in the same house for longer than five years as of 1990, compared with only 46

percent in metro areas. This contrast reflects the expected higher mobility rates among metro

residents. Housing value inconsistencies between non-metro and metro places are also

exhibited from the PUMS data. The median home value of metro area long-distance

commuters surpasses its non-metro counterpart by almost $40,000 (Tables 7 and 8). Cost-of-

living differences among metro and non-metro places are reflected again in the housing value

data.

Perhaps most striking, however, is the variation within occupation breakdowns of long-

distance solo commuters within the state. Employment appears to be divided more evenly

among occupational types in non-metropolitan areas than in metro areas (Figures 6 and 7).

While the proportion of operators, fabricators, and laborers is twice as high outside

metropolitan areas as inside, it is not much larger than metro areas' proportion of managerial

and professional specialty employees. These figures are based on responses to the occupation

question in the census long form which could be classified--approximately 75 percent of all

individuals surveyed.

In short, Part 1 of our analysis demonstrates that while work journeys of long duration

within metropolitan areas are associated with high income, white-collar suburbanites living in

relatively new and expensive housing, those in non-metropolitan areas are marked by a greater
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Table 7. Minnesota's Long-Distance Solo Commuters, by Year Moved
to Current Residence and Geographic Area

Year Outside Within Metro Areas
Moved Metro Area Central Cit Rest of Metro Total

Areas
Before 1960 4,094 6.6% 483 1.6% 7,314 3.4% 7,797 3.2% 11,891 3.9%

1960-1969 5,037 8.2% 2,369 7.7% 16,192 7.5% 18,561 7.5% 23598 7.7%
1970-1979 13,685 22.2% 3,611 11.8% 45,885 21.3% 49,496 20.1% 63,181 20.5%
1980-1984 10,925 17.7% 4,715 15.4% 32,637 15.1% 37,352 15.2% 48277 15.7%
1985-1988 17,733 28.7% 11,477 37.5% 73,991 34.3% 85,468 34.7% 103,201 33.5%
1989-1990 10,120 16.4% 7,774 25.4% 39,698 18.4% 47,472 19.3% 57,592 18.7%

Not Specified 115 0.2% 161 0.5% 161 0.0% 322 0.1% 437 0.1%

TOTAL 61,709 100.0% 30,590 100.0% 215,878 100.0% 246,468 100.0% 308,177 100.0%

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Special tabulations of the Public Use Microdata Sample
(1 percent sample), Minnesota, 1990. Calculations by the authors.
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Table 8 Minnesota's Long-Distance Solo Commuters, by Housing Value
and Geographic Area

Income Outside Within Metro Areas
Category Metro Area Central City Rest of Metro Total

Areas

Less thanLestan 8,257 16.0% 0 0.0% 5,589 3.0% 5,589 2.7% 13,846 5.4%$25,000
$25,000-$49,999 16,468 32.0% 1,587 8.7% 4,324 2.3% 5,911 2.9% 22,379 8.8%
$50,000-$74,999 14,398 28.0% 6,854 37.8% 39,422 21.2% 46,276 22.7% 60,674 23.7%
$75,000-$99,999 7,015 13.6% 6,141 33.8% 63,503 34.2% 69,644 34.1% 76659 30.0%
$oo,100oo000-$149,999 4,232 8.2% 2,438 13.4% 48,990 26.3% 51,428 25.2% 55,660 21.8%$149,999

$150,000 and 1,081 2.1% 1,127 6.2% 24,104 13.0% 25,231 12.4% 26,312 10.3%
greater

TOTAL 51,451 100.0% 18,147 100.0% 185,932 100.0% 204,079. 100.0% 255,530 100.0%

MEDIAN* $51,737 $77,575 $92,176 $90,889 $85,066

Not
Specified* 10,258 12,443 29,946 42,389 52,647
*1 r 3-- --

Medians interpolated assuming continuous distri

**No housing value recorded. Housing units are not owner-occupied.

class.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Special tabulations of the Public Use Microdata Sample
(1 percent sample), Minnesota, 1990. Calculations by the authors.
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Figure 6. Occupations of Minnesota's Long-Distance Solo
Commuters in Nonmetropolitan Areas
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Special tabulations of the Public Use
Microdata Sample (1 percent sample), 1990. Calculations by the authors.
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Figure 7. Occupations of Minnesota's Long-Distance Solo
Commuters in Metropolitan Areas
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Special Tabulations of the Public Use
Microdata Sample (1 percent sample), 1990. Calculations by the authors.
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share of middle-income, blue-collar workers with larger families in modest housing.

Apparently non-metro blue collar workers find fewer job opportunities close to home and thus

must travel farther to find satisfactory work.

We cannot, however, draw any further inferences from these results, other than to

conclude that images of affluent, white-collar commuters are somewhat inaccurate in non-

metropolitan settings. Indeed, these findings are unsurprising, given the concentration of

professional jobs and higher-priced housing in the metropolitan economy. What about areas on

the fringe, where the metropolitan area is expanding to encompass communities in the

"exurbs" beyond the suburbs? The expansion of an urban system carries metropolitan

commuting patterns outward, and often brings with it an influx of affluent, white-collar

commuters. The system also eventually engulfs old established independent communities like

Forest Lake, Stillwater, Hastings, and Shakopee and incorporates them into the metro system,

partly as transportation nodes and employment centers, but also as outlying residential

suburbs with distinctive personalities and significant histories in their own right.

IX RESULTS: PART 2- METRO AREA ANALYSIS FOR

STUDY AREA "PUMA 00900"

As mentioned above, we approach these questions through analysis of the five percent

sample PUMS file for the five county study area lying between the Twin Cities and St. Cloud

areas (Figure 5). All employed persons traveling to work alone by car are the basis for our

study. In line with expectations, the average travel time of workers in the study area is the

state's highest among the PUMAs compared, at nearly 26 minutes each way, and average

household income exceeds $44,000.

Yet desegregating the sample by housing tenure and worker occupation yields

interesting results. Movers, defined as residents living in their present homes less than five
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years, are more likely to work in the Twin Cities than their "stayer" counterparts (Table 9).

These findings suggest a certain number of workers move into exurbia while maintaining their

job ties to the metropolitan economy. These workers are not, however, disproportionately white-

collar, defined in terms of managerial and professional occupations. Slightly fewer of the

white-collar workers travel to the Twin Cities for jobs than do their operator, fabricator, and

laborer counterparts.

While a cumulative plot of travel time does show a slight divergence on the basis of

housing tenure, the difference is not statistically significant (Figure 8). In contrast, household

income is significantly lower among newly arrived exurban residents, while stayers report an

average of nearly $47,000 (Table 10). This latter figure appears to reflect a larger share of non-

wage earnings for established exurban residents, while the income of new arrivals more closely

reflects earned wages.

A simple dichotomy of occupational prestige--between 1) managerial and professional

specialty occupations, and 2) operators, fabricators, and laborers--reveals other interesting

findings. Blue-collar workers report average travel times higher than those of professionals,

regardless of tenure. Blue-collar workers who moved in the last five years report the longest

average work journey, just over 29 minutes. Thus, white-collar professionals are clearly not

the only group of workers who, either by choice or by necessity, commute from farther afield on

a regular basis.

X. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY ISSUES

Part 1 illustrates some major qualifications for the positive relationship between

socioeconomic prestige and work journey length in metropolitan areas. While data for the

Twin Cities MSA support the traditional pattern, analysis of socioeconomic characteristics for
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Table 9. Place of Work, by Mobility Status and Occupation

Movers Stayers
Managerial Managerial

Place of Work All and All and
Professional Professional

Sample Size 2,192 532 2,723 604

Within Study 44.4% 45.9% 53.3% 49.1%
Area

Stearns County 11.5% 13.9% 10.4% 12.9%

Twin Cities
(Suburbs) 31.3% 26.1% 24.6% 24.5%
(Central Cities) 8.5% 8.3% 8% 8.9%

Elsewhere 4.2% 5.7% 3.7% 4.4%

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Census of Population and Housing
(Minnesota). Special tabulations of the Public Use Microdata Sample (5 percent
sample).
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Figure 8. Cumulative Distribution of Work Trips
by Travel Time
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Census of Population and Housing
(Minnesota). Special tabulations of the Public-Use Microdata Sample (1 percent
sample).
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Table 10. Travel Time and Income, by Tenure, by Occupation

__Movers Stayers
Entire Managerial Operators, Managerial Operators,

Sample All and Fabricators, All and Fabricators,
Professional Laborers Professional Laborers

N 4,915 2,192 532 398 2,723 604 552
Travelv25.7 26.3 26 29.3 25.2 24.9 28.8
Time (min.)

HouseholdHouse$4400 $40,900 $46,900 $36,100 $46,800 $54,600 $44,200
Income

Individual $19,100 $19,200 $23,600 $19,200 $19,000 $26,300 $18,500
Wages

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Census of Population and Housing
(Minnesota). Special tabulations of the Public Use Microdata Sample (1 percent
sample).
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long-duration commuters living beyond the edges of urban areas indicates more complex

processes at work.

Results of Part 2 run counter to the expectation that new arrivals in exurbia are

predominantly affluent, white-collar workers. Instead, the PUMS data seem to show that

exurban commuting patterns are considerably more diverse than that. Together, both parts of

this study indicate that standard theories of travel behavior derived from the metropolitan

context paint an inaccurate picture when applied to non-metropolitan and exurban

communities.

The Minneapolis-St. Paul metro area continues to grow within the generally stagnant

midwestern Manufacturing Belt. Since the Twin Cities area did not have a heavy specialization

in manufacturing, the decline of the Rust Belt had relatively little impact on the Twin Cities

area. Nevertheless, along with metropolitan growth has come decentralization of population

and employment. Some jobs have relocated to suburban and exurban areas, leading workers

outward in their daily commutes. The dispersal of housing and disposable incomes has

attracted retailing, and personal and professional services following households and their

purchasing power.

As this decentralization occurs, and travel patterns become more complex, old ideas of

how the metro highway systems will or ought to be used will have to change. The urban world

of the 1990s is significantly different from the world for which we built the interstate highways

and the other major routes serving the greater Twin Cities area.

The metropolitan freeway and arterial system was designed and built in the 1950s and

1960s and subsequently expanded to capacities that planners expected would handle morning

and afternoon work-journey peak loads. But in the 1990s, commute trips between home and

work accounted for just 38 percent of trips during the increasingly congested morning rush
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hour, and only 20 percent in the afternoon rush. If those trips are combined with other work-

linked trips, the rush hour percentages rise to 62 and 44 respectively.

We cannot conclude from these findings that exurban and non-metropolitan commuting

fields are simply the result of some uniquely non-metropolitan--but still economically rational--

tradeoff of distance for space. The location of the residence appears to be more permanent than

conventional theories assume, and the choices available to many households are

correspondingly limited in the short- to medium-term. Even more important, the link between

home and work is a reflection of choices and constraints within the household. Here, we

examined household size only. Further analysis might consider the distinction between

socioeconomic status and social role as demonstrated by more complex factors such as gender,

marital status, and life cycle stage.

These considerations should inform any detailed study of the journey to work in the

contemporary North American context. Non-metropolitan and exurban commuting patterns,

even when viewed in terms of simple measures of socioeconomic status, are considerably more

diverse than many theories would lead us to believe. Findings have far-reaching implications

for those seeking to understand effects of public policy initiatives such as highway

improvements, toll road construction, or energy tax implementation.

It would be useful to know the share of household income that is currently devoted to

commuting, and the trends up to the present for households of different composition and

different wealth and income resources. It seems that if fuel costs and fuel taxes were to rise

substantially, the increased commuting costs would place considerable pressures on

households of modest means who moved to exurban areas in order to take advantage of cheaper

housing. These people might respond to the additional costs as policymakers would expect--

searching for jobs closer by in order to reduce their total travel budgets--but in the long run they

might also try to reduce housing costs even further, to compensate for higher fuel prices.
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Meanwhile, upper income households might move to distant suburbs in search of more

expensive housing, incur longer commutes, yet feel relatively unaffected by higher fuel prices.

Household budget impacts may differ significantly, but the public costs to the transportation

system might be similar.

But costs of building and operating increments to the transportation system are only one

element in the aggregate cost to the public of metropolitan expansion. Accommodating steadily

increasing numbers of long distance commuters with origins and/or destinations in Minnesota

and Wisconsin counties adjacent to the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council seven county

planning area by expanding and improving highways serving outer suburban and exurban

districts, but without charging a substantial share of the incremental infrastructure cost and

operating expense to the users and to the property owners who benefit directly from the

improvements to the transportation system, will inevitably multiply aggregate metropolitan-

wide costs of supplying urban services to scattered, newly developing exurban areas that

currently lie beyond the reach of metropolitan planning and development management

controls. Such an outcome would perpetuate a half-century of costly post-World War II sprawl

that has been brought about by continued public subsidization of suburban development, with

much of those costs imposed unfairly and disproportionately upon the households, businesses,

and property owners within aging central cities.

We need to know how long jobs last, now that long-term stable employment with a single

employer is less common than it was in the previous generation, and as multiple job-holding by

individuals and households appears to be increasing. People change jobs regularly, and they

also change their housing frequently. Since job locations and housing locational choice are both

adjustable, what is the significance of the journey to work as the highway system develops

towards an all-points grid similar to telephone and electrical service, and as part- or full-time

telecommuting becomes increasingly common for people in information-intensive occupations.
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It seems that people increasingly expect a transportation network that is usable like the

telephone, with a perception of flat rate pricing regardless of length of trip, time of day, or day

of the week. This expectation is probably unrealistic for an expanding metropolitan area

because of the skyrocketing costs of providing expanded channel capacity. But there are

solutions. We use congestion pricing for hotel rates, telephone calls, airline tickets, and bus

fares. For highways in the U.S. to date we have avoided congestion pricing, except by metering

access to some metro area freeways during peak loads, making drivers spend extra time

waiting, which is the same procedure used when waiting for an overseas telephone circuit.

Some travel is made necessary as a consequence of urban zoning restrictions that

separate activities such as schools, day care, shopping centers, offices, parking, transit hubs,

and residences. This separation of land uses means that the commuting worker with child

care and daily shopping responsibilities must make several trips among dispersed nodes to

accomplish the day's chores. Public policy adjustments permitting or favoring "mixed use

developments" in both newly developing areas as well as in redeveloping zones within our

central cities would reduce travel demands while simplifying life for harried household

members, especially single parents with dependent children.

Recent census and Travel Behavior Inventory data document average increases in

commuting times in recent decades. At present, we do not know if the trend toward longer

duration will continue, increase, or level off; nor do we know whether trends developing in one

part of Minnesota are occurring in other regions. Depending on the nature of the trend and

emerging practice regarding the pricing of road usage, highway improvement plans may turn

out to be too ambitious, just right, or too little and possibly too late.

We do know that the journey to work will increasingly be a smaller share of total demand

placed on the transportation system. The journey to work is about 25 percent of all travel now.

There is much "trip chaining", especially in the afternoon hours. Movement on the system
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today is more complex than in earlier decades. Interstate highways were planned and built to

handle "peak loads", which occurred in the morning and afternoon with workers going to and

from work. Now, a greater volume of travel is spread more evenly throughout the day. So

congestion pricing makes more sense today, as much of the travel behavior today is

discretionary. When the journey to work comprised a high percentage of total travel, then

congestion pricing was difficult to consider without substantial attention to complicated equity

considerations.

If all trips, whether for work, shopping, school, or recreation are becoming longer in

distance and duration on the average, this trend implies that a greater share of state product

will be devoted to transportation, thereby creating a greater incentive to substitute

communications for movement. Such trends mean a greater degree of interdependence of each

subarea of the state on other areas, which stimulates an urgent call for long range regional

planning so that physical infrastructure improvements and extensions will be planned

intelligently, priced properly, and resources used wisely.

The promotion of independent living for the elderly, the handicapped, and those who

cannot or should not drive cars, triggers a need for regular transit service in the non-metro

regions of the state.

Sharing rides for the journey to work is steadily promoted by public and private interests,

but the share of commuters sharing rides has been falling. Despite substantial net public

benefits for ride sharing in many instances, the private cost-benefit calculus by each commuter

usually leads to a decision to drive alone if possible. On the other hand, if ride sharing unduly

extends trips or leads to empty "back hauling", ride sharing could be less efficient than solo

commuting. Transit solutions to the commuting problem are efficient only if they shorten

aggregate time of vehicle operation.
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This observation prompts further questions about the goals of transportation policy

makers. Should we try to ensure (1) that all people can move conveniently among all places all

the time? Or (2) that our infrastructure is designed for efficiency and environmental sensitivity,

assuming that they are not mutually exclusive? Or (3) that work journeys be as quick as

possible? Or (4) all three, with statewide transportation/transit systems that are at once

efficient and fair?

What about new forms of transportation demand and supply management policy

options? Travel demand management was important in the 1980s. It was work place centered,

and began as a private sector initiative. Later it spread to state departments of transportation.

Flexible work schedules and expanded opportunities for telecommuting suggest new

opportunities for demand management.

On the supply side, better knowledge on the part of motorists of alternate routes could

alleviate congestion on heavily traveled channels. Road information available to motorists and

used by them seems highly specific so that when road way incidents occur or construction or

maintenance slow traffic, many of them feel that have no alternative but to wait rather than to

move to an alternate route. Truckers and delivery personnel make heavy use of MnDOT route

information, but the average motorists seems not to know of sources and uses of up-to-date road

information.

We should examine more carefully why long distance solo commuters are thought to be

a concern. Obviously from the point of view of the commuters themselves, their daily trips

make sense. What are the public issues involved, and how do they differ between (1) commuter

travel on lightly used nonmetro highways, and (2) on congested exurban and metro roads?

Commuting duration may be related to affordable housing alternatives at diverse

locations, or at least to household awareness of alternatives. The number of workers who live
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alone and commute more than 30 minutes may indicate limits on housing options. It would

seem that they, unlike dual income families with children do not need to think about a spouse's

place of employment, quality of schooling, or any other preferences besides their own needs,

tastes and resources. If it is true that this group has greater residential flexibility than many

others, then their commuting patterns are particularly important to consider.

The census questionnaire asked respondents to report the major mode of transportation

used in the journey to work in the previous week. This question does not permit reporting

alternative modes used part of the time, occasionally and seasonally, such as bicycles in the

summer, nor does it recognize telecommuting one or more days per week. Thus, census data

probably overstate the use of automobiles in commuting, understate the use of alternative

modes, and ignore communication substitutes for movement.

Census questions on journey to work differ from questions asked in a conventional

Transportation Behavior Inventory (TBI), which inquires about each type of trip made among

the nodes visited in a day's travel. Census questions reflect conceptualizations about the

dominant urban vehicular travel in the immediate post war decades of urban highway

construction, while contemporary TBI surveys reflect today's trip making activity in a more

comprehensive fashion. The advantage of the journey to work data from the decennial census

is that they may be linked with other data collected at the same time and with reference to a

uniform census geography that generally changes little from census to census. TBI data can be

collected in inter-census years, but lacks the comprehensive household and housing data

provided by the decennial census.
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Appendix A. Summary Population, Socioeconomic,
and Commuting Data for Minnesota, 1970-1990

State Metro Non Metro Central Cities

Total Population
1990 4,375,099 2,959,899 1,415,200 964,298

1980 4,075,970 2,631,930 1,444,040 864,446

1970 3,804,971 2,165,029 1,639,942 928,352

% Change 80-90 7.34% 12.46% -2.00% 11.55%

% Change 70-80 7.12% 21.57% -11.95% -6.88%
% Change 70-90 14.98% 36.71% -13.70% 3.87%
Total Workers Over Age 16

1990 2,138,733 1,538,102 620,631 485,642

1980 1,837,689 1,264,968 572,721 413,033

1970 1,442,851 869,077 573,774 387,683

% Change 80-90 16.38% 21.59% 8.37% 17.58%
% Change 70-80 27.37% 45.55% -0.18% 6.54%
% Change 70-90 48.23% 76.98% 8.17% 25.27%
Work-at-Home Workers Over Age 16

1990 115,737 55,136 60,601 13,948
1980 99,985 34,408 65,577 7,024
1970 123,164 21,984 101,180 8,232

% Change 80-90 15.75% 60.24% -7.59% 98.58%
% Change 70-80 -18.82% 56.51% -35.19% -14.67%
% Change 70-90 -6.03% 150.80% -40.11% 69.44%
As a Percent of All Workers Over Age 16

1990 5.41% 3.58% 9.76% 2.87%
1980 5.44% 2.72% 11.45% 1.70%

1970 8.54% 2.53% 17.63% 2.12%

% Change 80-90 -0.54% 31.79% -14.72% 68.89%
% Change 70-80 -36.26% 7.53% -35.07% -19.91%
% Change 70-90 -36.61% 41.71% -44.63% 35.26%
Total 16+ Workers who Work Outside the Home (Commuters)

1990 2,022,996 1,482,966 560,030 471,694

1980 1,737,704 1,230,560 507,144 406,009

1970 1,319,687 847,093 472,594 379,451

% Change 80-90 16.42% 20.51% 10.43% 16.18%
% Change 70-80 31.68% 45.27% 7.31% 7.00%
% Change 70-90 53.29% 75.07% 18.50% 24.31%
As a Percent of all 16+ Workers

1990 94.59% 96.42% 90.24% 97.13%

1980 94.56% 97.28% 88.55% 98.30%

1970 91.46% 97.47% 82.37% 97.88%

% Change 80-90 0.03% -0.89% 1.90% -1.19%

% Change 70-80 3.38% -0.20% 7.51% 0.43%

% Change 70-90 3.42% -1.08% 9.55% -0.76%
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Appendix A (continued)

State Metro Non Metro Central Cities
Workers Commuting by Car, Truck, or Van
As a Percent of All Commuters

1990 90.93% 90.13% 1 89.81% 80.63%
1980 84.23% 84.64% 83.25% 72.66%
1970 81.07% 81.87% 79.64% 71.87%

% Change 80-90 7.95% i 6.49% 7.88% 10.97%
% Change 70-80 3.90% 3.38% 4.53% 1.10%
% Change 70-90 12.16% 10.09% 12.77% 12.19%
Workers Driving Alone to Work (SOVs)

1990 1,593,019 1,161,969 431,050 327,236
1980 1,114,504 790,185 324,319 223,408

% Change 80-90 42.94% 47.05% 32.91% 46.47%
As a Percent of All Commuters

1990 78.75% 78.35% 76.97% 69.37%
1980 64.14% 64.21% 63.95% 55.03%

% Change 80-90 22.78% 22.02% 20.36% 26.08%
Workers Commuting in Carpools

1990 246,546 174,620 71,926 53,092
As a Percent of All Commuters 12.19% 11.78% 12.84% 11.26%
Average Vehicle Occupancy 1990 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.09
Workers Commuting by Public Transit

1990 77,722 74,319 3,403 50,138
1980 101,749 99,151 2,598 66,336
1970 73,564 71,139 2,425 57,584

% Change 80-90 -23.61% -25.04% 30.99% -24.42%
% Change 70-80 38.31% 39.38% 7.13% 15.20%
% Change 70-90 5.65% 4.47% 40.33% -12.93%
As a Percent of All Commuters

1990 3.84% 5.01% 0.61% 10.63%
1980 5.86% 8.06% 0.51% 16.34%
1970 5.57% 8.40% 0.51% 15.18%

% Change 80-90 -34.39% -37.80% 18.62% -34.94%
% Change 70-80 5.04% -4.06% -0.16% 7.66%
% Change 70-90 -31.08% -40.33% 18.42% -29.96%
Long Distance Commuters

1990 457,867 368,263 89,584 30,201
As a Percent of All Commuters 22.63% 24.83% 16.00% 6.40%
Mean Travel Time to Work 1990 19.1 20.4 15.6 18.0
Number of Households 1990 1,648,825 1,119,156 529,669 397,009
Median Household Income 1990 $30,909 $35,043 $23,638 $27,230
Mean Household Income 1990 $37,718 $42,095 $28,470 $34,733
Persons per Household 1990 2.58 2.58 2.58 2.32
NOTE: Delineations of metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas are not consistent from year

to year. These figures reflect the specified census year.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population and Housing, 1970, 1980, 1990.
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Appendix B. Summary Population, Socioeconomic, and Commuting
Data for Exurban Study Area Counties: Benton, Chisago, Isanti,

Sherburne, and Wright, 1970-1990

B-l

5 Percent PUMA 00900 Benton Chisago Isanti Sherburne Wright

Total Population
1990 30,185 30,521 25,921 41,945 68,710
1980 25,187 25,717 23,600 29,908 58,681

1970 20,841 17,492 16,560 18,344 38,933

% Change 80-90 20% 19% 10% 40% 17%
% Change 70-80 21% 47% 43% 63% 51%
% Change 70-90 45% 74% 57% 129% 76%

Total Workers Over Age 16
1990 14,774 13,765 11,799 20,178 33,514

1980 10,778 10,633 9,432 12,157 24,228
% Change 80-90 37% 29% 25% 66% 38%

Work-at-Home Workers Over Age 16
1990 912 734 659 937 1,956
1980 1,007 695 499 547 1,676

% Change 80-90 -9% 6% 32% 71% 17%
As a Percent of all Workers over Age 16

1990 6% 5% 6% 5% 6%
1980 9% 7% 5% 4% 7%

% Change 80-90 -34% -18% 6% 3% -16%
Total 16+ Workers who Work Outside the Home (Commuters)

1990 13,862 13,031 11,140 19,241 31,558
1980 9,771 9,938 8,933 11,610 22,552

% Change 80-90 42% 31% 25% 66% 40%
As a Percent of all 16+ Workers

1990 94% 95% 94% 95% 94%

1980 91% 93% 95% 96% 93%
% Change 80-90 3% 1% 0% 0% 1%

Workers Commuting by Car, Truck, or Van
1990 12,986 12,442 10,662 18,434 30,364
1980 8,764 9,147 8,160 10,880 20,746

% Change 80-90 48% 36% 31% 69% 46%
As a Percent of all Commuters

1990 94% 95% 96% 96% 96%
1980 90% 92% 91% 94% 92%

% Change 80-90 4% 4% 5% 2% 5%



Appendix B (continued)

5 Percent PUMA 00900 Benton Chisago Isanti Sherburne Wright

Workers Driving Alone to Work (SOVs)
1990 11,181 10,062 8,768 15,559 24,926

1980 6,581 6,354 5,682 7,559 14,114
% Change 80-90 70% 58% 54% 106% 77%

As a Percent of all Commuters
1990 81% 77% 79% 81% 79%

1980 67% 64% 64% 65% 63%

% Change 80-90 20% 21% 24% 24% 26%
Workers Commuting in Carpools

1990 1,805 2,380 1,874 2,875 5,438
As a Percent of all Commuters 13% 18% 17% 15% 17%
Average Vehicle Occupancy 1990 1.08 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.11
Workers Commuting by Public Transit

1990 163 29 23 161 75

1980 153 26 22 149 65

% Change 80-90 7% . 12% 5% 8% 15%

As a Percent of all Commuters
1990 1% 0% 0% 1% 0%
1980 2% 0% 0% i 1% 0%

% Change 80-90 -25% -15% i -16% -35% ( -18%
Long Distance Commuters

1990 1,452 5,864 5,081 7,977 13,771

As a Percent of all Commuters 10% i 45% i 46% 41% _ 44%
Mean Travel Time to Work 1990 18.2 27.9 " 30.0 26.7 26.4
Number of Households 1990 10,915 10,526 I 8,833 13,672 22,945
Median Household Income 1990 $26,619 $31,281 $31,308 $35,585 $33,456
Mean Household Income 1990 $30,197 $35,229 $34,733 $39,628 $37,645
Persons per Household 1990 2.71 j 2.84 2 2.85 2.93 2 2.96
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NOTE: Delineations of metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas are not consistent

from year to year. These figures reflect boundaries during the specified census year.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population and Housing, 1970, 1980, 1990.
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Appendix C. Facsimile of 1990 U.S. Census Long-Form Respondent
Questionnaire

CENSUS '90

OFFICIAL 1990
U.S. CENSUS FORM
Thank you for taking time to complete and return this
census questionnaire. It's important to you, your
community, and the Nation.

The law requires answers but guarantees privacy.

By law (Title 13, U.S. Code), you're required to answer the
census questions to the best of your knowledge. However,
the same law guarantees that your census form remains
confidential For 72 years-or until the year 2062-only
Census Bureau employees can see your form. No one
else-no other government body, no police department, no
court system or welfare agency-is permitted to see this
confidential information under any circumstances.

How to get started-and get help.

Start by listing on the next page the names of all the
people who live in your home. Please answer all questions
with a black lead pencil You'll find detailed instructions
for answering the census in the enclosed guide. If you
need additional help, call the toll-free telephone number to
the left, near your address.

Please answer and return your form promptly.

Complete your form and return it by April 1, 1990 in the
postage-paid envelope provided. Avoid the inconvenience
of having a census taker visit your home.

Again, thank you for answering the 1990 Census.
Remember: Return the completed form by April 1, 1990.

Para personas de habla hispana -
(For Spansh-speain persons)

Si usted desea un cuestionario del censo
en espaAol, ilame sin cargo alguno al
siguiente numero: 1-800-CUENTAN

(o sea 1-800-283-6826)

U.S. Department of Commerce
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

OMB No. 0607-0628
FORM D-2 Approval Expires 07/31/91
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Appendix C (continued)

Page

The 1990 census must count every person at his or her "usual residence." This means the place where the
person lives and sleeps most of the time.

la. List on the numbered lines below the name of each person Ilving here on Sunday,
April 1, including all persons staying here who have no other home. If EVERYONE at
this address is staying here temporarily and usually lives somewhere else, follow the
instructions given in question Ib below.

Include

* Everyone who usually lives here such as family
members, housemates and roommates, foster
children, roomers, boarders, and live-in
employees

* Persons who are temporarily away on a business
trip, on vacation, or In a general hospital

* College students who stay here while
attending college

* Persons in the Armed Forces who live here
* Newborn babies stil in the hospital
* Children in boarding schools below the

college level
* Persons who stay here most of the week

while working even if they have a home
somewhere else

* Persons with no other home who are staying
here on April 1

Do NOT include
e Persons who usually live somewhere else

* Persons who are away in an institution such as a
prison, mental hospital, or a nursing home

* College students who live somewhere else while
attending college

* Persons in the Armed Forces who live somewhere
else

* Persons who stay somewhere else most of the
week while working

Print last name, first name, and middle initial for each person. Begin on line 1 with the household
member (or one of the household members) in whose name this house or apartment is owned, being
bought, or rented. If there is no such person, start on line 1 with any adult household member.

LAST FIRST

1

2

3

4

5

6

INrTAL LAST FRtST INITAL

7

8

9

10

11

12

lb. If EVERYONE is staying here only temporarily and usually lives somewhere
else, list the name of each person on the numbered lines above, fill this circle - O
and print their usual address below. DO NOT PRINT THE ADDRESS LISTED
ON THE FRONT COVER.

House number See or road/Rural route and box number Apartment number

City State ZIP Code

County or foreign comnty Names of nearet interseng streetor roads

NOW PLEASE OPEN THE FLAP TO PAGE 2 AND ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS FOR THE FIRST 7
PEOPLE LISTED. USE A BLACK LEAD PENCIL ONLY.
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Appendix C (continued)

Page 2

Please All one colum
for each peron msted in
Question la on page 1.

2. How is this peron related
to PERSON I?

FIl ONE icle for each peron.

If Other relatveof person n codum 1.
fil cude and print exact reiatonshp, such
as mother in-law, gandparel. son-tn-bw.
niece, cousin, and so on.

3. Sex
fli ONE crde k each penon.

4. Race
Fi ONE circe for the race that the peron
consue o , ...

i Indian (Amer.). print the name a
the ermoed orpincipal e._

print one group, for xample: Hmong,
F~an. Laotan. Thai. Tongan. Paktan
Cambodian. and so on.

SOther rae. print ra.

5. Age an arof btrth

a. Print ech peson's ge at as bthday.
Fi n the matching rde below ach box.

b. Pint each pem'ons ywer d bith and at th
matching cJde below each box.

6. Martal status

F1i ONE cide for each prson.

7. Is this person of Spanish/Hspani origin?

Fil ONE cirle for each person.

U Yes, other Spansai iispan••.
print one group.

FOR CENSUS USE

IPE'L U I
La -dJt

START in this acmn with the household
member (r one of the member) In whose name
the home t owned, being bought, or rented.

If there no such peron, start n this column with
any adult houehoid member.

O Male O Femal

O White
O Bk or Negro
u indan(Amer.) (Print the name o(the

enroed or princpal tIbe.)

0 ---' ----------------
O Asid0  Ale Agan or Pacific lander APO

O Chinese 0 Japanese
o Flpno 0 Adan ndian

1- tI1CWAAn aIlOnMan

O Korean 0 Guamanian
o VI.tname. Other API^.-------------------

I

I--------- ----
0 Other ram (Prntrae)

a. Age b. Yea of birth
I I 1 I

000000 10800000
1010 10 901010

3 O 3 O 3 O 3 O2020 2020
3030 3030
4040 4040
5050 5050
6060 6060
7070 7070
8080 8080
9090 9090

0 Now marled O Separated
0 Widowed O Never maned
0 DIvorced

0 No(not Spanish/Hbspnc)
O Yes. Mexican. Meacan-Am., Chicano
o Yes. Puero Rican
O Yes. Cuban
0 Yes, other Spanish/Hispanc

(Print one group, for exampl: Argentinean,
Coinnsan., Dominican, NMtaraguan,
Savadoran, Spaniard. and so on.)

L --------------------- --
1D

f a RELATVE of Peron 1:
o Husband/wie 0 Brother/sser
O Natural-born O Father/mother

oradopted O Grandchld
son/daughter 0 Other relative -7

o Stepson/ . -stepdaughter--
·~~~~·- ~ ~ ~ ~-··-- ·--- -- ~~ ---- --- --

If NOT RELATED to Person 1:
O Roomer, boarder, O Unmarrned

or foster chad partner
O Housemate, OOthe

roommate oedatle

o Male 0 Female

0 White
O BackorNegro
0 Indian (Amer.) (Print the name of the

L - -- -- --------
0 Aleut " an or Pafc Islander(AP)

0 Chinese o0 Japanese
0 RFptno O 0 Aan Indian

0 Kmran 0 Guamn•an
O VInaee 0 Other APIMr------ -------- ---O 6'

a. Age b. Year of brth
, , ; ! / ! . * )i 1
a * I * ; a

000000 10800000
101010 90 1Z 10

2020 2 3 20
3030 33030
4040 4040
5 o S 5 050
6060 6060
7070 7070
8080 8080
9090 9090

0 Nowmarried O Separated
0 Widowed 0 Nevermarried
0 Divorced

o No (not Spansh/rspanic)
SYes, Mexican. Mexican-Am.. Chicano
O Yes Puerto Rican
0 Yes, Cuban
0 Yes other Spanish/Hispanic

(Pnt one group, for. xampt: Argentean.
Colombian, Dominican, Nicaraguan,
Salvadora, Spaniard, and soon.)

L.- ------------ --L ---- -- - -- -- -- --,

O

0

C-3

PEtPASE ALSO ANSWRER HU V UMOSO AE3

2

· _________ __LI_ fI 2rbdr-woAkukff ob

r

~Abd 4 dbo%-o-&a&V%. wm- a

I

PERSON Z



Appendix C (continued)

IERSON 7

faRELATIVE Pson 1:
o HtKb*Nd/ui 0 Brot8bsIht
0 NahmWabo 0 Fadhr/moia

oaadopId 0 Granddcht
son/daughar C Otmertalve -

o Stwr/ r--o---
-I

I NOT RIATED tobPwo 1:

' Roomarboard. Uutm
axfoarccd purr

o Houmarns. 0 OF~

0 Mae 0 FewnsatO oILiu -Nepo

0 UWlk

0 hdwo
0 mA$" d ar P :r p tWm d wVA

o prin, iO OAnaIdli,0 Jy^---"--.--~-----/

0 oran O GOedmiAn-

0 OfwM 0 JOuAu
0 0* * 0 Aaiw dr
0 HA~m 0 S aM.

SKO . 0 C ...M...wm
0 CWOMM 0 OtwA7N

L -

S I 1 i i i'

ooocO 1*8000oo
1 0110 9c10to

2020 2020
3,303 3C30
4440 404%"
SOSO Sos5
6060 6060
7070 7^70
8080 8G80
9090 9090

0 Nowwwrsmd
0 Wkdowd
0 DkOaed

0 Nmemarded

0 No fnatS h/IuHpmad
') Yo, tMka. 4mxi-AA.. Chino
0 Y.wPutoeR"ca
u Y.a.Cuban
0 Ye, Odar Spahiue
0 Yoa, op w htl piAmt

tA maW go9 ar ewamplrAangm

Sai••dmSpmdrt wad o .L
r------------------ 7--

-JCli 
1~---~~~,,

Page3
NOWPLEASEANSWER QUESONS HI-H26 FOR 77HS HOUSEHOLD

Hia. Didyoa leawayo soutdyowlrtfpmeMofr
Qusto la oa pag I bec-me ye wemnat Is
th pao arshaU be baed- r samplemo
ta-porga ,ewVp aca blabmtripbwcam or « .a
w bw baby st Ot tlb obolW ora penw wI1
spb hemno me Ina o bmi d h. w odr bhme?
o Yak.plkMepe dwImUn(M O No

wdumwo•). 7---.--------- -- ---- - -
b.

*

-----------------------------
. Dhd y• ted in so i o a itofpms for

Quetion la pae 1 thoegh ~ryou were oe
tha the pso nho be Ided - for ompe.a
viwrw is taayihg bhmutmporar lor a peawho
mdmk Isamewb-,eebt?

C Ya. pLmI•puthnam O Noand emon().---- --- ---
H2. Wldchbdet daaeot tsbldbg? Indude a

apranbri. fl. s, . f e ucant.

O Aamde hb m or tal
0 An.mfshamesdsachWedfromatohroum

0 Abi.gtb2otlmaa
o Abr*5wb ue mmmwksmarw

0 A bdnAg web3 or4VpMen
0 A btUag.wtb to9 ap1menb
0 A b wea l10ob to19agoprwnt
0 Ab tudlag h20to49pemMnlts
0 Aht-ag&gw6h50ormom opwontos
0 tm

I

13. Hw naorwm do IIo hmwin this O1s on raprimadT
Do NOTcamtbolbtOOom.poith bdlooiw fom, hlk
or hda-mao

0 l1o m * 0 4mam 0 7mroom
o 2mom 0 Smroom. o 8no
0 3 mom 0 6moom 0 9or own

4C Is& b omoraprbmo -

0 OwudbyVyouormmnwinthshoeIhodkie

0 O..bwydyaeormmnuwunehouweiwtdkee
and ur (mWhmo a Imotage?

0 Reosd for csh al?
0 Occuped wahout pwmuna cMhet?

L. Toal
pean

! ,

* -
C «

3

U '

o_

Ii
0

B. Type ofunt

Occupied Vacant

0 FI (Orm 0 RguWa
0 Contn 0 Uuatihob

Cl. Vaancys tu

Forr t 0 Form/
Fir dionlty tec/occ
Rntdor 0 For migra

UM, no~ wOlker
ruipe 0 Oemyardm.

C2 Is thl uni bouded ap?

SYes No

lK^sO NEFAMILYtHOTSE-
H5a. Ib d bo- on tn armeacra?

OVa ON.

0 YO O Nob. is (shme( as all rlor bber b sbaop)
SYes 0 No

Anuwmor yoa oranom w o AI md oI d OWIS
ISBUING dlhouuwarwanow -

H6. Wh te wtht uwiddkki spm dt i; g t hboawi ch
Sdo a thik hdds kbw md kt aorclat NLau
wml d afor Kit k ar r sk?

0 Laduna $10.000 C $70.000 to 74.999
0 $10.000to $14.999 0 75.000 to $79999
0 $150 $1S $S19,999 0 80000to 89.999
0 $20.00 to 524999 0 90Q.000o 99.999
0 2S•001ta29,999 0 $100,000 o $124,999
0 30000 to $34.999 0 $125,000o 149,999
0 $M3,000rad39999 0 $15.OiOOo$174.999
0 $400.01s44,999 0 $175.00Oto$199.999
0 345.000 to $49.999 0 20.000 to $249.999
S0 5on,00 54,999 O 50,000to299.999

0 $56,000to$59,999 O O. to 39999
0 6 00 000Xt64,999 0 $400.O to $4M99.9
0 65.00$to69.999 O SOO0OO.amm

Amr a*lrri nPAYFRENTrt*h 6armwewmr -
Ta. Whe dwae mothirml?

0 L dthmn80 0 $37toS399
0 $0to99 O $400 424
S$10S to 124 0 42Sto$449
o $125b$149 0 450toS474
0 150*to$174 0 o 475 499
0 $175to$199 0 600to3524
0 200 to224 i 0 $52too549
0 s225to249 0 o 560soS99
0 $250tol 274 0 600t$649
0 $275t299 0 650too699
0 S300o 324 0 S7t00 $749
SO 325to•349 0 F750M999
O 0350lt$374 0 $1.000rnam

b. Doesa mldmohlprm h abakde a am

O YeVa No

D. MomdM am

0 L• an 1 0 6upto12
C llpto2 0 121pto24
C 2uplo6 0 24armom

E. Compleerw

0 LR 0 TC Q QA AC
0 PI/F 0 RE 0 IT 0
0 MV 0 ED 0 EN

0 P0 o P3 0 P6
0 P1 0 P4 0 IA JIC2
0 P2 0 PS 0 S o0

F. Coy.

O lb 0 la 0 7 O H

G. DO

i t Jt I I
I I I
*t i

0
I

3

5

11
I , , , j I, i , ' I r :r l I • • I

• I
2 2
3 3

3 5

1?

I I

I II

8 3 " 3 8 8 " "
9 C ) c) , 9 9 ,-) C)

C-4

I

U

3
4

0

8

:5

0

Mi"M .%f.
--

I'

S--------- ------- ---- ----- .

IgyR dmC eNU I =I rI-r

I I

I

run ~rJIMUSE



Appendix C (continued)

Page

HI. Whee Ad hepeasoa Bedt co• ma I on
page . r' iCbto thisbou or apartment?

1989 r 1990
1985 to 1988
1980 to 1984
1970 to 1979
1%9 to 969
1959 or ear i

. - , w .- -%.,, & auo yo I have.; L& &, atxw
mmap bedroom mwoid Pos ell fthi or
apartmen uere on at maruket far rem?

No bedroom

2behoonm

Sorme edrom

HIO. Doy ohwtCOMPLETE phambiog facim s
b6bth aoum or tmw m thtt , 1) baotad
coid ppedar~ 2) a fisi todet, ad 3) a
batbb aor shor?

O Yaes. bImaldth ef
O No

Hll. Do yohave COMPLETE kbmch itkIe
that , 1) a dnrA with piped wtr, 2) a rge
or cooktove, and 3)a refrgerator?

o0 O
o aO

H u a mnhI __
H12. Do you have a telephone thn bou or

apanmet

r( ye
< No

H13. How mawautomobaes va, ad ndo
ooe-toa capaidtyor Ie kep at thomau or
a by embni oyour houhod

0 None
31
0: 2
3 3
0 4
3 5
0 6
O 7 a morc

*

H14. Whih FUEL• iued MOST 1 frbeagt•
hous or partment?

o Gar from undaSound pipe
rving th niaghbarhod

o BOladty
o Fudo, kerosew, et
0 Coalacokr
0 Wood
C Solenagy

* 0 Nofuused

HIS. Doyou get wa from-

O Apubpi yra achasacalyp r
depalnM ior daaecoapany?

0 AnWadMdualdIad wd?
0 An hdMkduadugwl
O SommC er m•muscasa uptg,

areek, ri. cstemn, etc.?

HI 6. tdl~big dacooaectdtoa pubbcswr?

0 Ya, cannte to dpubic r
SNo.conn~edtowpf tank orcpoo

0 No, u other aans

H17. Aboumwhan wa tt buldinlg bmlt

O 1989 or 1990
o 0 1985to1988
0 1980to1984
0 1970to 1979
0 1960to1%99
3 1950to1959
0 1940to1949
3 1939orear
0 DORI know

HIS. I sthoae b orapartmehnt prt oa

SYes
3 No

Iyoa twas spbrma n.tbulk , dltoHsI20.

H19a. Is thids h o on l tha I are?

'j Ya- SkpatHI20
3 No

b. In 1989, hat were the actual sa ofalagricu l
product from thi propay?

0 None
3 $Slto999
3 S,000 to $2S499
3 52,500 to$4999
3 SS.000to $9.999
3 $10.000 or more

U ---------D-
I I

$ .o0----P

OR

0 Incudedi et r inondominhrz fee
0 No harg or theh f noawed

C-5

PE£4SE ALSO ANSWER THESE

I

- · --- ·
H20. What ar te yealyco o dti and

fmk fr this homu or apartmnt?
Ilyoum haivdhalm m 1han yr,
aate thc yariyom

a.E6ctrifty

!$ .0
Icany coa - UouAr

OR

O mdudin rntorahcondonimium mi
O No chgedorelctrynotut•td

b.Gm

r--- --- *oo

OR

0 lhIuded na nl orfcondomkma
o Nocharg or ga no ued

c. WStr

r-----------
I I

$--------o
Yadco• - Dola

OR

O hIdudaldent orki ondomnlnt fe
O Nochagd

d. coLw, k same weood, ec.

.3

0)
0

3

I

I

II

M

I



Appendix C (continued)

0 ca nons r on voca nou s mow

kAnwr queaonm HZ T H26. tId* B
aonrwlanm houaiae, aoond-r11anor
* mofafr home hat WemVo bm t#k

houmrold OWNS FR S BWYG;
odame 9 go aopegr6

H21. What were h re e ataes as THIS
propety hayar?

r - -----------

.00:
Ymrly anoumm Doa

OR

m None

*

i • Wbatm the aoa paymet i re, balmd.
ad dood ln o TMIS pnopery?

r -----I ---i
Year anowr-o -

OR

o Non.

H23a. Do you ha aortgage, dedtrt. contac
to puchae, r a deb THIS propert?

o Yaes.aoge,deadoftrat
aortl*i Go t hftb

O Yes, wao opucha

o No- SkoetoH24a

m

b. Howr uach your rgar Wm&ddyItgage
parmen o HIS prgpy? lcndd paymmet only
on ot mogaor cormct o pEchma.

Monrhly ant q- D t

OR

0 rKoguhrp a9tmq-rd -Swl9H2«

c. Doeyosw reguar m -kIgmu t'pIePauY
kdsp PaPm fr ral e taIm THIS

proprty?

O Yes, tam uhcKdd peJment
0 No, tmpakiddm pamacraAnotm ed

L Do yowr regular oamth• mortag payment
inchude pwme r rm, ard, or lood
Inmurmace Om T'S propety?

o Yes, kiunxmx+trne ad paymnn
O No, kinuanc, pad spmrayorno mwn

m

H24a. Do ys la m a mod or) jadr
amortgg or a hom equity loa
THIS property?

O Yes
O No - SotoplH2

m

b. How uK&b yor regulr bmotddy
pIyme t a sA awoad or taior
mortggage ad a bha equty loam?

r-------------1
I i
e I

MM*hi amot - Doas

OR

C No ~guarpnymntsd quwd

I I

AmewWr LY ds ONDWOt M -

a .... .00jD
Mothfymoutf - -o-n

m

Aanswr ONLY I dt s a MOBSE HNE -

H26. What wa te otal cot for pema

ad kIce• eI ddi mobile ho amd
i b dela d yr? EachldIun u lamr.

rY -------- ---

Youly uwaI - Dam
0

PfasMtamrto paoge.

C-6

I PaoStI a-

. ý am -

I

9

30

C)

G

3
f
I
0

I



Appendix C (continued)

Page6

riLuIn L

S. In what U.S. State or oreig country w thi
peron born? 7.. .. .. .. ---- ----------- --------

9. Is this pason a C EN of the United States?
0 Yes. bo in theUnted State - Skp to 1
0 Y.bom inPuero Rk, Guam, the

US. Wgi id, or Northern Maeanr
0 Y bom aboad odAmican part or pana
O Yes, U.dS.AnbynaflmDasl o
u No. not a daed the Uned Stes

10. When did this peson come to the United States
ort ay?

0 1987to1990 1970tol974
O 19•or 1986 0 1965to96%9
0 1982•b 984 C 1960 1964
0 1980or)981 C 1950to19S9
o 1975o 1979 C Beooe 1950

L1. At ay time sime FebA ry 1.1990, has thi
pera sneaded reglar achool or colee?
aidds onl namy ft h thd i ementry

cho ad dnoahig dch lad to a high shool dioplrn
or aP0lg.Idegree.

0 No. hnotamSmdeddesnFruny 1
c Yes, pubikhool pubimccolg
0 Ye, ptdarmschool priva colg

12. How much hool ha thi peson COMPLETEDW
FI ONE ckde ihthdxdNLtud klCOMPED or
dsp RECVEDM, lmod- ýeoldA. .rk t kWvd
dprekxodramdenddorNhighcsderew madved.

o No ehodo:r piemd
0 Namwrycsom
0 Khdarguten
•I 1st2nd. 3rd,r 4th grad
0 5•i.6th. ;th.or&agrade
O 9dh gd
O lOth gade
o 1ldbgme
0 12h grdeNO DILOMA
0 MIGHSCHOOL GRADUATE - hi who

DIPLOMA orde equwlem o (Fora exasi GED
o Somecomlgebunodeg• g
0 Aaxoclsedepg i corge - Occupatonmalpro, g
o AnocdaWsdegrs acol -o Academ prugr
o Bacwhsdege (Foreamp BA,L AB. BS)
0 Mase'dos (ForxamrMA. MS. MEn.

MEd. MSW, MBA)
r nroesaond• ahool d•ge For xampt.: MD,

DDS. DVM. LB. JD)
0 Dotorate deg

(For eamp: PhD. EdD)

3. What is this pesoi's ancery or ethnic rigi? 7
(See ata•ticdo &dde ri uerfmation.) /

L ------

For aunpl: CGamwt, W .Afr,-Aimr., Coa,
Cape Vedean. Donbcan, Ecuadoran. HakLaa C*un.
French Canadan Jamatan, Korean. LAan. Mxica
rNigetn, itsh PoWsh, Slovak Tawanese, Thai.
Ukraian, et-)

I

14a. Did thLi prau i In thb homeorapartmt
5 yers ago (on Aprd 1, 1985)?
o Bon afterApril, 1985-Goeoqueomwkr

S v- V -*.s - A 5 niepaWan

0 No

b. Wha did this person li veS ear ago
(on Apri 1, 1985)?
(1) Name U.S. Stae or fore contry-
r----------------------------

------------- -------------------I t

Ofa ui U.S., pr nsw abov anid p to 15a.)
(2) Namedocoam to the U.S.

St--------------

(3) Name ofdty or town in the U.S.-7

--------------- --------#------------------------------
(4) Did ths person I iv •e the city

or town imits?
SYes
0 No. kvd outde the dy/tc n Imnrts

ISa. Doaethispesonspea&alaagugeother thi
Englih at homme?

O Yes o No-54hap16

b. Whbithis anguage? -I '
- --- - ----- - - -- ---

FCommex : hOia, ilhan. Span ketm
c. Howe ddo thi pson spak Engblh?

0 Verywel 0 Notwel
0 Wea 0 Notatal

16. Wh•c asdis paon bom?
0 Bom befr Ap 1 , 1975 - Go bto7a
O Bom Apd 1. 1975 or S i- Got o queo~

for thet peon

17a. Has this persn er be on actvedty mitry
service the Armd Forc of the Unted Stat
or ew beean n the United Sta•tes sry Reseves
or the Natioal Guard? I rm ia u Rvrm or
Nahina Guard a•l. m Iea tuca gide.

I

0 Ye., now on acvduty
Yea. on acov duty in pat. bt not now

0 Yes. m va R esorNatlonal
Guad oiY S ot k 18

O No - Si4 1 to 1

b. Was actdveuty miNtary erace doang -
Fil a ard for each peiod i which this peron sved.

SSeptember 1980orater
0 May 1975 toAugua 1980
0 Vietnam era (Augut 1964-Apr 1975)
o Feuaruy 1955-Jul 1964
o Karan conaid (June 1950-Jnumy 1955)
O WodWarl (September 1940-July 1947)
O Wod War I Apil 1917-Noember 1918)
I Anyother me

c. n total, how many years oactdvedutymf mary
service has this peroe had?

S"""" 1
Years

L------------

IYr
L_ ',,

EI P ASE ANSWER THESE TONS1Cpvncrhw I

O Ye - Fdthdcki fthis ponorimed u
Ie or p at t. (Count pt-dme work such
a derktpapge, or hpkng wthout pay
in a frridy binmr ia . Abo ount acve

yk the AnnedForce.)

0 No -Flthi Ldr• c•f pd n inowtrk
•~ ada"m l puoar & uAwLnotua

I voteer worh- Sklo 25

b. How ay•bom iddthi peLsonwork LAST WEE
(at alobs)?Sultb wtay mi-o add overineor a
houn wOk d. ------

; ! Houn
L-----------
LLr,

22. At whatlocatn Odti pefun work
IAST WEEK?
If es pemon worked at more ha one ocaton. prtt
when hershe wkorkad ot lat wk

Sa.Address(Numberand seet) ---------------- ------

I I

i -~~-~~~-~-~- ------

(If the acad drs m s not known. ghw a desriponoa
the loadn suchad ithdr rligq name orlthe neae
street or terection.)

b. Name ofdcty, town, or post ffice-7
r-·--~~---~~- ~~-~------------ ----

I Ir---------- ---- -----------
c. Is the work location nide the lmis of

thatcy or town?
S0 Yes 0 No,ode

the cfty/town Imits

r-C--tY7 ------------ -- ---

L--------------
i. i
L. StLat-- f ZIP Co 7--

L-------------J L-----------J

C-7

I ~---
!

-------- ---- -- -------------- - - - - - - - - - -r
rfhau

m

I

II ------------- III

18. Does thipeso ae a phylcal metal, or other
heakh condoa that hLas ted for 6 or more
monthsad whih -

a. IUmi the khd mor amMMt ofrk ths paros can
doataob?

0 Ya 0 No

b. Preve this peon from working at ob?
S 0 Ye 0 No

19. Bca ofaheakhhconditiothathatuas ledaor
6ormore m- -i'* des thir erson hae any

a. Goig outsde the homealone, forexample, to
shop or visit doctr' oice?

0 Ye 0 No

b. Taking can rofhis aor ha n peoal eeds, sch
m bathig, drefg, or ettnog aound W id the
home?

0 Ya O No

Kdpfbpsow*a male-
20. HMfowIm" bbiehi sah erha c aldo m ka

mtWlbthI? Do not couat her pchidrn a en
Imehu adopsd
NoMe 234 56 789 10 11 12ormroo
02. 00000000d0 0 0 0

21a. Did thi pen work at aay time LASTWEEK?

I

I

U'

C'

S

S

3
a

0)

S

3
a?
t
0

KI

I



Appendix C (continued)

23. Howidbditepenoaausaly to work AST
WEEK? ffth pmon usual umd mor dm one

ethdKI of trarnpomrtaon durg the trp, itr fde
d dth one uw d or ma d t he dtw e.

j ar., UmC, or vanm

O Buorf oleybw
o Sbr••umrt lOycar
O Suobwy relevWd
0 Ragod
0 Fenyboat
O Taxicab

u MotrcydB
o Biycke
C Waled
O Workedathome

SkO eto2m* Other method
Otr hl "r W Im 1 r A- -IL n. -
a . al•u r v an a4mrkedm 4s 34 got ao z TXIrw

skp ao 24
b. How many pople, icding this paon

mueay rode to uwork th car. truck, or va
LASTWEEK?
0 Dno arone * Spople
0 2people 0 6peopi
0 3pople 0 7to9ppl
0 4 peop le l00 crxppi,

Sao to ra immelAST WEMEK

L .... M - .. a28

4-- -- 'E-

c'------J; 
rl u

"5^

25. Wea thie pawm TEMPOYRARLY ab or
lapl from a ob or btIn LAST WEEK?

O Yaoanb io
O Ya on vacaaon. tmporary ae

bor dipul. g.
0 No

26& Ha th pa btn lookiln wr wor drk ng the
lat4 wekm?

0 Yes
(O No-- SAlso27

b. Coud dhi peuac ha takea ob LAST WEEK
Ifoae ld bea ow ead?
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Appendix D

Minnesota Long-Distance Commuters, by Household Size,
Commute Means, and Residential Location, 1990
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Appendix E

Minnesota Long-Distance Commuters, by Housing Value,
Commute Means, and Residential Location, 1990
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Appendix F

Long-Distance Commuters in Minnesota, by Year
Moved In, by Residential Location, 1990





Appendix F. Long-Distance Commuters in Minnesota, by Year
Moved In, by Residential Location, 1990

Year Residential Location
Outside Metro Within Metro Total

Moved In
Areas Areas

Before 1960 5,704 10,925 16,629

1960-1969 6,486 25,415 31,901
1970-1979 18,216 66,033 84,249
1980-1984 14,306 48,231 62,537

1985-1988 25,507 121,601 147,108

1989-1990 14,536 66,723 81,259

Not Specified 299 437 736

Total 85,054 339,365 424,419

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Census of Population and Housing
(Minnesota), special tabulations of the Public Use Microdata Sample (1 percent)
sample.
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Appendix G

Long-Distance Commuters in Minnesota, by Household
Income, by Residential Location, by Means of Commuting,

1990
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Appendix H

Long-Distance Commuters in Minnesota, by Occupation,
by Commute Means, by Residential Location, 1990
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Appendix I

Long-Distance Commuters in Minnesota, by Year Moved
Into Residence, by Commuting Means, by Place

of Residence, 1990
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Appendix J

Public Use Microdata Sample Structure and Usage





Appendix J. Public Use Microdata Sample Structure and Usage

I. File Structure

Each PUMS file is composed of "household" and "person" records. Altogether, each
record contains 231 variables in a hierarchical structure. These range from characteristics of
the physical housing unit itself to personal information such as family size, income, and
education. All households and individuals in the United States make up the universe sampled.
Group quarters and vacant housing receive special consideration.

Three samples are available. The 5 percent sample is based on whole counties, groups of
counties, and places within a state's borders wherever possible, and form Public Use Microdata
Areas (PUMAs) with minimum populations of 100,000 persons in each. Where these entities
exceed a population threshold of 200,000, portions will be used in separate PUMAs. Thus, an
entire state can be addressed with this sample.

Alternatively, the 1 percent sample is based on metropolitan areas. Although county
and state boundaries are considered, a single PUMA is likely to include parts of several
geographic entities. The PUMA boundaries designated for this sample do not fall exclusively
within state borders; thus, one cannot use the 1 percent sample to characterize the entire
population of a single state exclusively.

The 3 percent sample uses the same geographic boundaries as those designated for the 5
percent sample, but draws from the elderly population only. These samples are not yet
available for all states for 1990.

II. Error Considerations

Nearly all figures released by the Census Bureau are samples of one kind or another.
100-percent counts are available for only a few variables, and even these cannot include every
individual in the nation. Because of the sampling involved, all census figures are estimates
only.

The integrity of estimates varies depending on data sampling, collection, and processing
methodology. Each PUMS record includes a person-weight--an estimate of how many people
within the entire population can be expected to share the record's basic characteristics. Person-
weights can be applied to each record to expand the sample to produce an estimate for the entire
population.

Three considerations help to explain discrepancies between summary tape file (STF)
data and PUMS variable totals. First, the PUMS data are subject to both sampling and non-
sampling error while the 100-percent counts found in summary data are subject only to non-
sampling error. Sampling error is the deviation of a sample estimate from the average of all
possible samples. It arises from the composition of the sample, and how closely the chosen
sample represents the entire population. Non-sampling error such as non-reporting of
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Appendix J (continued)

information or mis-reporting by census respondents is generated in data collection and
processing.

Second, the PUMS is based on households, with individuals treated as members of
households. Summary data, on the other hand, are based on individuals themselves. Third,
the accuracy of the weights generated for expanding the sample to reflect the entire population
introduce another potential error source. The PUMS data provide unique variable combination
totals, but these estimates are vulnerable to many types of error during calculation.

II. Census Bureau Definitions

Within this study, comparisons are made between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan
areas. The Census Bureau describes both metro/non-metro and urban/rural areas with
separate classification schemes. The two breakdowns are not mutually exclusive. In fact,
metropolitan areas can include rural areas, just as nonmetropolitan areas can include urban
places. While metropolitan areas are defined based on commuting fields, population, and
employment concentrations, and "urban" place is simply a nucleated settlement with resident
population of 2,500 or more. Within a metropolitan area, the "urbanized area" portions are
delimited in terms of housing and population density criteria. Thus, nonmetropolitan areas
are not direct surrogates for rural areas.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Census of Population and Housing, Public Use
Microdata Samples Technical Documentation.
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Appendix K

Transportation-Related Measures for Minnesota Counties,
1990: Six Reference Maps
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Reference map 1. Commuters Driving to Work Alone, Minnesota Counties,
1990. (Data Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Summary Tape File 3.)
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Reference map 2. Commuters Traveling to Work in Carpools, Minnesota
Counties, 1990. (Data Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Summary Tape File 3.)
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Reference map 3. Commuters with Work Journeys of 30 Minutes or More,
Minnesota Counties, 1990. (Data Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Summary
Tape File 3.)
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Reference map 5. Median Household Income, Minnesota Counties, 1990.
(Data Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Summary Tape File 3.)
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Reference map 6. Limited Mobility Population, Minnesota Counties, 1990.
(Data Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Summary Tape File 3.)
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